


KJV Bible Word Studies for COMPACT



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

agreement 2374 ## chozeh {kho-zeh'}; active participle of 2372; a beholder in vision; also a compact (as 
looked upon with approval): -- {agreement}, prophet, see that, seer, [star-]gazer. 

ate 1285 ## b@riyth {ber-eeth'}; from 1262 (in the sense of cutting [like 1254]); a compact (because made 
by passing between pieces of flesh): -- confederacy, [con-]feder[{-ate}], covenant, league. 

bracelet 8285 ## sherah {shay-raw'}; from 8324 in its original sense of pressing; a wrist-band (as compact 
or clasping): -- {bracelet}. 

compact 2266 ## chabar {khaw-bar'}; a primitive root; to join (literally or figuratively); specifically (by 
means of spells) to fascinate: -- charm(- er), be {compact}, couple (together), have fellowship with, heap up, 
join (self, together), league. 

compact 4822 # sumbibazo {soom-bib-ad'-zo}; from 4862 and bibazo (to force; causative [by reduplication] 
of the base of 939); to drive together, i.e. unite (in association or affection), (mentally) to infer, show, teach: 
-- {compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove. 

con-]feder 1285 ## b@riyth {ber-eeth'}; from 1262 (in the sense of cutting [like 1254]); a compact (because 
made by passing between pieces of flesh): -- confederacy, [{con-]feder}[-ate], covenant, league. 

confederacy 1285 ## b@riyth {ber-eeth'}; from 1262 (in the sense of cutting [like 1254]); a compact 
(because made by passing between pieces of flesh): -- {confederacy}, [con-]feder[-ate], covenant, league. 

covenant 1285 ## b@riyth {ber-eeth'}; from 1262 (in the sense of cutting [like 1254]); a compact (because 
made by passing between pieces of flesh): -- confederacy, [con-]feder[-ate], {covenant}, league. 

league 1285 ## b@riyth {ber-eeth'}; from 1262 (in the sense of cutting [like 1254]); a compact (because 
made by passing between pieces of flesh): -- confederacy, [con-]feder[-ate], covenant, {league}. 

prophet 2374 ## chozeh {kho-zeh'}; active participle of 2372; a beholder in vision; also a compact (as looked
upon with approval): -- agreement, {prophet}, see that, seer, [star-]gazer. 

see 2374 ## chozeh {kho-zeh'}; active participle of 2372; a beholder in vision; also a compact (as looked 
upon with approval): -- agreement, prophet, {see} that, seer, [star-]gazer. 

seer 2374 ## chozeh {kho-zeh'}; active participle of 2372; a beholder in vision; also a compact (as looked 
upon with approval): -- agreement, prophet, see that, {seer}, [star-]gazer. 

star-]gazer 2374 ## chozeh {kho-zeh'}; active participle of 2372; a beholder in vision; also a compact (as 
looked upon with approval): -- agreement, prophet, see that, seer, [{star-]gazer}. 

that 2374 ## chozeh {kho-zeh'}; active participle of 2372; a beholder in vision; also a compact (as looked 
upon with approval): -- agreement, prophet, see {that}, seer, [star-]gazer. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

compact 01285 ## b@riyth {ber-eeth'} ; from 01262 (in the sense of cutting [like 01254 ]) ; a {compact} (because made by passing between pieces of flesh) : -- confederacy , [con-] feder [-ate ] , covenant , league . 

compact 02266 ## chabar {khaw-bar'} ; a primitive root ; to join (literally or figuratively) ; specifically (by means of spells) to fascinate : -- charm (- er) , be {compact} , couple (together) , have fellowship with , heap up , 
join (self , together) , league . 

compact 02374 ## chozeh {kho-zeh'} ; active participle of 02372 ; a beholder in vision ; also a {compact} (as looked upon with approval) : -- agreement , prophet , see that , seer , [star-] gazer . 

compact 02380 ## chazuwth {khaw-zooth'} ; from 02372 ; a look ; hence (figuratively) striking appearance , revelation , or (by implication) {compact} : -- agreement , notable (one) , vision . 

compact 02630 ## chacan {khaw-san'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to (be) {compact} ; by implication , to hoard : -- lay up . 

compact 03796 ## kothel {ko'- thel} ; from an unused root meaning to {compact} ; a wall (as gathering inmates) : -- wall . 

compact 04568 ## ma` abeh {mah-ab-eh'} ; from 05666 ; properly , {compact} (part of soil) , i . e . loam : -- clay . 

compact 05606 ## caphaq {saw-fak'} ; or saphaq (1 Kings 20 : 10 ; Job 27 : 23 ; Isaiah 2 : 6) {saw-fak'} ; a primitive root ; to clap the hands (in token of {compact} , derision , grief , indignation , or punishment) ; by 
implication of satisfaction , to be enough ; by implication of excess , to vomit : -- clap , smite , strike , suffice , wallow . 

compact 07194 ## qashar {kaw-shar'} ; a primitive root : to tie , physically (gird , confine , {compact}) or mentally (in love , league) : -- bind (up) , (make a) conspire (- acy ,-ator) , join together , knit , stronger , work 
[treason ] . 

compact 08285 ## sherah {shay-raw'} ; from 08324 in its original sense of pressing ; a wrist-band (as {compact} or clasping) : -- bracelet . 

compact 1303 - diatithemai {dee-at-ith'-em-ahee}; middle voice from 1223 and 5087; to put apart, i.e. (figuratively) dispose (by assignment, {compact}, or bequest): -- appoint, make, testator. 

compact 4822 - sumbibazo {soom-bib-ad'-zo}; from 4862 and bibazo (to force; causative [by reduplication] of the base of 0939); to drive together, i.e. unite (in association or affection), (mentally) to infer, show, teach: -- 
{compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove. 

compact 4856 - sumphoneo {soom-fo-neh'-o}; from 4859; to be harmonious, i.e. (figuratively) to accord (be suitable, concur) or stipulate (by {compact}): -- agree (together, with). 

compactly 4883 - sunarmologeo {soon-ar-mol-og-eh'-o}; from 4862 and a derivative of a compound of 0719 and 3004 (in its original sense of laying); to render close-jointed together, i.e. organize {compactly}: -- be fitly 
framed (joined) together. 

compacts 0802 - asunthetos {as-oon'-thet-os}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and a derivative of 4934; properly, not agreed, i.e. treacherous to {compacts}: -- covenant-breaker. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

compact 2266 -- chabar -- charm(- er), be {compact}, couple (together), havefellowship with, heap up, join 
(self, together), league.

compact 4822 ** sumbibazo ** {compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

compacted 4822 sumbibazo * {compacted} , {4822 sumbibazo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- compact , 2266 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

compacted - 4822 assuredly, {compacted}, gathering, instruct, knit, proving, together,
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

compact , PSA_122_03 ,

compacted , EPH_04_16,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

compact Psa_122_03 # Jerusalem is builded as a city that is compact together:

compacted Eph_04_16 # From whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which 
every joint supplieth, according to the effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of 
the body unto the edifying of itself in love.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

compact together Psa_122_03 # Jerusalem is builded as a city that is compact together:

compacted by that Eph_04_16 # From whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that 
which every joint supplieth, according to the effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh 
increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

compacted by Eph_04_16 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

compact ^ Psa_122_03 / compact /^together: 

compacted ^ Eph_04_16 / compacted /^by that which every joint supplieth, according to the effectual 
working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

compacted ......... and compacted 4822 -sumbibazo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

compact Psa_122_03 Jerusalem is builded as a city that is {compact} together: 

compacted Eph_04_16 From whom the whole body fitly joined together and {compacted} by that which 
every joint supplieth, according to the effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of 
the body unto the edifying of itself in love. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

compacted ^ Eph_04_16 From <1537> whom <3739> the whole <3956> body <4983> fitly joined together 
<4883> (5746) and <2532> {compacted} <4822> (5746) by <1223> that which every <3956> joint <0860> 
supplieth <2024>, according <2596> to the effectual working <1753> in <1722> the measure <3358> of 
every <1538> part <1520> <3313>, maketh <4160> (5731) increase <0838> of the body <4983> unto <1519>
the edifying <3619> of itself <1438> in <1722> love <0026>. 
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compact Psa_122_03 Jerusalem (03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ) is builded (01129 +banah ) as a city (05892 +(iyr ) that is {compact} (02266 +chabar ) together (03162 +yachad ) : 

compacted Eph_04_16 From whom (3739 -hos -) the whole (3956 -pas -) body (4983 -soma -) fitly (4883 -sunarmologeo -) joined (4883 -sunarmologeo -) together (4883 -sunarmologeo -) and {compacted} (4822 -sumbibazo -
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compact , PS , 122:3 compacted , EPH , 4:16 compact 4822 # sumbibazo {soom-bib-ad'-zo}; from 4862 and 
bibazo (to force; causative [by reduplication] of the base of 939); to drive together, i.e. unite (in association or 
affection), (mentally) to infer, show, teach: -- {compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove.[ql 
compact Interlinear Index Study compact PSA 122 003 Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > is builded <01129 
+banah > as a city <05892 + that is {compact} <02266 +chabar > together <03162 +yachad > : is compact 
together - compact , 2266 , compacted -4822 assuredly, {compacted}, gathering, instruct, knit, proving, together, 
compact -2266 {compact} , couple , coupled , fellowship , heap , join , joined , league , compact 2266 -- chabar -- 
charm(- er), be {compact}, couple (together), havefellowship with, heap up, join (self, together), league. compact 
4822 ** sumbibazo ** {compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove. compacted ......... and compacted
4822 -sumbibazo-> compact 2266 ## chabar {khaw-bar'}; a primitive root; to join (literally or figuratively); 
specifically (by means of spells) to fascinate: -- charm(- er), be {compact}, couple (together), have fellowship 
with, heap up, join (self, together), league. [ql compact 4822 # sumbibazo {soom-bib-ad'-zo}; from 4862 and 
bibazo (to force; causative [by reduplication] of the base of 939); to drive together, i.e. unite (in association or 
affection), (mentally) to infer, show, teach: -- {compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove.[ql 
compact 122 003 Psa /^{compact /together : compacted 004 016 Eph /${compacted /by that which every joint 
supplieth , according to the effectual working in the measure of every part , maketh increase of the body unto the 
edifying of itself in love . 



compact , PS , 122:3 compacted , EPH , 4:16



compact 4822 # sumbibazo {soom-bib-ad'-zo}; from 4862 and bibazo (to force; causative [by reduplication] of the
base of 939); to drive together, i.e. unite (in association or affection), (mentally) to infer, show, teach: -- 
{compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove.[ql





compacted -4822 assuredly, {compacted}, gathering, instruct, knit, proving, together,



compact -2266 {compact} , couple , coupled , fellowship , heap , join , joined , league ,



compact 2266 -- chabar -- charm(- er), be {compact}, couple (together), havefellowship with, heap up, join (self, 
together), league. compact 4822 ** sumbibazo ** {compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove.





compacted ......... and compacted 4822 -sumbibazo->



compact 2266 ## chabar {khaw-bar'}; a primitive root; to join (literally or figuratively); specifically (by means of 
spells) to fascinate: -- charm(- er), be {compact}, couple (together), have fellowship with, heap up, join (self, 
together), league. [ql compact 4822 # sumbibazo {soom-bib-ad'-zo}; from 4862 and bibazo (to force; causative 
[by reduplication] of the base of 939); to drive together, i.e. unite (in association or affection), (mentally) to infer, 
show, teach: -- {compact}, assuredly gather, intrust, knit together, prove.[ql
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compact Interlinear Index Study compact PSA 122 003 Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > is builded <01129 
+banah > as a city <05892 + that is {compact} <02266 +chabar > together <03162 +yachad > :



is compact together 



compact Psa_122_03 /^{compact /together : compacted Eph_04_16 /${compacted /by that which every joint 
supplieth , according to the effectual working in the measure of every part , maketh increase of the body unto the 
edifying of itself in love .





- compact , 2266 , 
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